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Throughout Western music history, composers have been fascinated by East Asian  

cultures, philosophy, and music. Many masterpieces reflect that influence, such as Puccini’s 

opera, Turandot, based on an ancient Chinese story; Gustav Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde, 

in which the text is based on Chinese poetry; and Claude Debussy’s pentatonic works, 

influenced by Chinese theatrical music and Japanese painting. This eastward-looking tradition 

has continued and has only grown stronger in modern times.  

 

All of the works included in this collection are world premiere recordings. Like the  

previous releases, East Meets West (TROY1377) and East Meets West II (TROY1528),  

this recording responds to the growing interest in combining Asian influences with Western 

musical traditions. While the earlier ones featured works by Chinese composers, this latest 

recording contains works by Western composers inspired by Chinese culture. The variety 

and breadth of stylistic approaches of the seven composers provides an excellent overview  

of how aspects of Chinese culture are being introduced into Western musical aesthetics. 
 

Introduction
In 2010, Dr. Jun Qian established the East Meets West Project to  

commission and record new compositions for clarinet that are inspired by 

Asian cultures and that combine Chinese musical elements with Western 

art music. Themes of the compositions are based on Chinese legends, 

music theory, philosophy, poems, or literature. Unique tone colors are 

produced by combining the clarinet with various Chinese instruments, 

such as the Sheng and the Gu Zheng, as well as with other Western 

instruments, and electronic music. The unique compositions with their 

cross-cultural influences combine Chinese and Western musical forms  

and harmonic languages to provide a distinctive blend of classical and  

contemporary musical idioms. 
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Matthias Müeller received a broad musical training at the University of Music in Basle. 
Since 1996 Matthias Müller has been Professor for Clarinet at the Zurich University of the 
Arts (ZHdK). He has gained a reputation as a versatile artist and is active as an interpreter, 
composer, and teacher as well as the Artistic Director of various institutions and for various 
projects. He has performed as a soloist with renowned orchestras and has supported the 
creation of new music, performing more than100 premiers. As a composer, he has followed 
a line of development that might be termed the ‘Aesthetics of the Second Modernism’ and 
attempts time and time again to follow through in an interdisciplinary way. Along with works 
of music theater and for orchestra, his œuvre encompasses many pieces of chamber music 
and electronic music, too. He has written an instructional work for the clarinet and continued 
regularly to compose works for children.

Arabesque is the first piece in the series, Etude de Plaisir. Each piece treats a specific  
challenge; in this one, it is the transition of different sections with various tempo. The piece 
as to be played in strict tempo, with rubato used only where it is indicated. The piece is  
also based on the pentatonic scale, which is the basis of Chinese music. Debussy was the first 
Western composer to use this scale extensively. Arabesque, then, is an homage to that great 
composer at the beginning of modern music, and to the West Meets East Project.
 
Patrick Lenz is a M.M. composition student at The Shepherd School of Music at Rice He 
has written numerous works for chamber groups and soloists, as well as for large ensembles. 
Lenz was named the winner of the 2016 Baylor University Composition Contest for Pillar 
of Fire for Wind Ensemble, and was accepted to and attended highSCORE Composition 
Festival in 2016 and Brevard Music Center in 2017. Patrick completed his Bachelor’s degree 
in Composition at Baylor University.

The Composers & The Music
Composer Justin Merritt was the youngest-ever winner of the ASCAP Foundation/ 
Rudolph Nissim Award. He is also the winner of a host of other awards including the  
McKnight Fellowship, the Copland Award, the Minnesota Orchestra Composer Institute 
Prize, and the Polyphonos Prize. He received his Bachelors from Trinity University and  
his Master and Doctorate from Indiana University and is currently Associate Professor of 
Composition at St. Olaf College. Both Monkey King Battles the Generals and Monkey King 
Versus the Spider Wizard were written for Jun Qian’s West Meets East recording project.
 
The Monkey King (Sun Wukong) is one of the most beloved characters from Chinese 
legend. In the most famous telling, he accompanies the monk Xuanzang as he travels  
the famous Journey to the West to bring the Buddhist scriptures from India to China.  
Monkey King Battles the Generals tells an earlier tale from the Sun Wukong’s life. In this 
episode, the Monkey King had used his powers to visit Heaven. While there, he stumbled 
onto a heavenly banquet where he downed a whole plate of peaches. These peaches 
turned out to be the Peaches of Immortality meant for all the luminaries of heaven such as 
the Jade Emperor, Kwan Yin, and Lao Tzu. At just that moment he was caught by the  
Heavenly General of Might Miracle and the twelve Thunder Generals. They fight a 
tremendous and very noisy battle full of magic and daring do. Monkey easily fought off the 
generals, first with his martial skills, then by making himself very small, and finally by plucking 
twelve hairs from his body and turning each into a monkey to fight off the generals. In in the 
end it took the magic of the Bodhisattva Kwan Yin to magically zap the Monkey King into 
obedience. Monkey King Battles the Spider Wizard tells the tale of how Sun Wukong 
rescues Xuanzang from the Spider Demons (            ). The Spider Demons disguise them-
selves as seven sisters living in a thatched hut in the Silk Cave. When Xuanzang stumbles 
upon them while begging for alms, they trap him in spider silk that they shoot from their 
navels. They are bested in battle by Sun Wukong who frees Xuanzang.
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has been both an art and a science across cultures and throughout time, as people have 
imaginatively grouped stars into constellations based on familiar cultural images, while studying 
and cataloging their movement across the sky to better understand seasonal patterns affecting  
planting, harvesting, and migration. According to ancient Chinese astronomy, the Azure 
Dragon of the East is the astral representation of the stars visible along the ecliptic during the 
spring months, and is divided into seven constellations, or “mansions,” that are collectively 
associated with a color, a creature, a direction, a season, and an element, namely, wood.
     
Praised as “a great artist” (José Feghali, 2013) and for his “virtuosity and poetry” (Vladimir 
Leyetchkiss, 2013), pianist Paul Tuntland Sánchez has concertized in North America and 
Europe, and has appeared on CBS national television and in radio broadcasts nationwide. 
Sánchez, who lived in Barcelona from 2005–2007 as a Fulbright fellow, is the only American 
concert pianist to have earned a Master of Spanish Music degree under the legendary Spanish 
pianist Alicia de Larrocha. Dr. Sánchez serves as Director of Piano Studies and Director of 
the International Piano Series at the College of Charleston in South Carolina. He has also 
taught at the Baylor University School of Music and at the Wheaton College Conservatory of 
Music. A frequent adjudicator in piano competitions throughout the United States, he is the 
co-founder of the San Francisco International Piano Festival and the Dakota Sky Academy. 
Sánchez studied at Texas Christian University, and at the Eastman School of Music, where he 
completed his Master of Music and Doctor of Musical Arts degrees. 

Free Translations of Li-Ch’ing-Chao: Three Musical Settings was commissioned in 
2015 by Dr. Jun Qian. The project was a collaboration with Dr. Luke Taylor, a friend and 
scholar whose many interests include Chinese poetry. Dr. Taylor and I chose three poems 
by the twelfth-century poet Li Ch’ing Chao, one of the few female poets whose work has 
survived the centuries, and Dr. Taylor made fresh, “free translations” of her work. The three 
poems, titled “Youth,” “Middle Age,” and “Old Age,” create a narrative arc spanning life stages 
of the narrator. The translations are subtle and quiet in tone, ambiguous and multivalent, 

Funk Shui for B-flat Bass Clarinet and B-flat Soprano Clarinet duet features a musical depic-
tion of two contrasting categories of Chinese Martial arts. Generally, Chinese martial arts 
schools associate themselves into two categories: internal and external. Internal paths focus 
on elements of awareness of the spirit, mind, qi, and the use of relaxed leverage rather than 
muscular force; conversely, external paths are categorized by fast and explosive movements 
and a focus on physical strength and agility. However, internal and external focuses are by no 
means mutually exclusive; in actuality, all complete Chinese martial art styles have both ex-
ternal and internal components. Much like yin and yang, these apparently contrasting schools 
are actually complementary, interconnected, and interdependent. This composition draws 
its alternating form from the relationship between yin and yang: while one section is lyrical 
and flowing, the voices joining in a collaborative dance, the second is powerful, rhythmic, and 
explosive, with each voice fighting fiercely until the exciting conclusion. It was written for Jun 
Qian’s West Meets East recording project.

Edward J.F. Taylor’s compositions have been performed throughout the United States and 
Europe, including premieres at Merkin Concert Hall in New York City, The Juilliard School, 
and The American Academy in Rome. He has received commissions and premieres from 
The New York New Music Ensemble, Helix!, The N.Y.U. New Music Ensemble, The Society 
for Chromatic Art, Kae Hosoda-Ayer, Ashlee Mack, John McMurtery, Sandor Ostlund,  
Fred Sherry, and Harvey Sollberger. Taylor holds a Ph.D. in music theory and composition 
from Rutgers University, and currently serves as Senior Lecturer in Music Theory at  
Baylor University.

Azure Dragon of the East, the first in a cycle of four works for clarinet and percussion,  
was commissioned by Jun Qian for the West Meets East project. Drawing inspiration from a 
subject that has united Eastern and Western cultures from time immemorial, Azure Dragon of 
the East looks to the stars. Across the ages, peoples of the northern hemisphere have gazed 
into the same night sky with a sense of wonder and curiosity. Much like music, stargazing  
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Free Translations of Li-Ch’ing Chao: Three Musical Settings are “free” rather than 
scholarly, exact, or literal translations. In fact, I would describe them, following Ezra Pound, 
whose renderings of Chinese poets into English I greatly admire, as not translations so much 
as “transmissions.” I was aiming throughout at communicating in English, with music, to a con-
temporary audience, some of what I have found almost breathtakingly beautiful in Chinese 
Tang and Song verse. The Song female poet Li-Ch’ing Chao (or Li Qingzhao) seemed an 
obvious choice for translation. The most celebrated female poet in Chinese literary history, 
her voluminous corpus reflects the arc of a passionate and tragic life. Aristocratic, sensitive, 
brilliant, she met and married in 1101 Zhao Mingcheng. He died in 1129, and Li Ch’ing 
Chao was left alone and in exile. Browsing her poems, I wanted to reflect something of that 
biography–and something of the enigmatic love story at its heart. I chose three of Li-Ch’ing 
Chao’s poems marking the major stations of her life: youth, middle age, and old age (and 
retitled them to make the scheme clear). As Paul’s musical setting underscores so beautifully, 
the white of the plum blossoms, and of the cold snow, now becomes the white of the poet’s 
hair. Alone and exiled at the edge of the Middle Kingdom (Zhongguo “China”), she again 
looks back–but there is now no echo in the night. The lack of closure at the end of the first 
two poems looked toward the future or absent husband; this lack of resolution will, however, 
be final. Stated thus baldly, my translations seem like a rude attempt to uncover Li Ch’ing 
Chao’s private being. I hope though that the poems carry something else too, a modesty or 
restrain which I associate with many Chinese friends. This modesty has nothing to do with 
prudery–I purposely chose “sweat” to deflect that. Rather it has to do with accuracy, and its 
rhetorical equivalent is the poetic choice of metonymy over metaphor. The plum blossoms, 
Li Ch’ing Chao’s ripening body: adjacent, but with no equals sign between. If I have managed 
to evoke again whatever it is that is evoked by juxtaposing a woman and flowers, these 
poems will not have entirely failed. But for where they have, I beg forgiveness from Li Ch’ing 
Chao’s ghost. —Luke Taylor   
   

pregnant with meaning and emotional depth. The plums mentioned in “Youth,” for example, 
perhaps symbolic of a kind of awakening, return in “Old Age,” when the narrator describes 
the white plum blossoms that she and her beloved, together, would put in their hair “year  
after year.” At the end of the poem, in a beautiful, tragic, and subtle turn, the narrator  
describes the white streaks in her hair, sadly reminiscent of the plum blossoms now absent,  
of her beloved, now absent. 
 
A motive consisting of an ascending fourth followed by a descending second (B–E–D or B–E–
D-sharp) and followed by another ascending-descending group of pitches (either D(sharp)–
A-G or D(sharp)–G-F-sharp) is first introduced at the moment the narrator’s world comes 
to a halt in “Youth,” at the moment “he” comes into her life, when she sings “And when he 
comes I run away in fright.” The motive is sung by the narrator and simultaneously played by 
the clarinet. From this moment onward, this motive—so closely associated with “him,” and 
with the clarinet, which comes to represent “him”—is ever-present in her world within the 
song cycle. But at the conclusion of “Old Age,” the narrator sings “And now our plum blos-
soms are gone;” despite her repeated calls, her reiterations of the motive, the clarinet never 
again responds, and she is left alone. —Paul Sánchez

Luke Taylor is an assistant professor of Renaissance Literature in the English Department of 
Baylor University. After completing a B.A. in English Literature in Jesus College, Cambridge 
University, he went to live and work in China. Having fallen in love with this great civiliza-
tion, he learned Mandarin and stayed on for two years, teaching in Yunnan Province and in 
Tsinghua University in Beijing. After returning to his native country of Scotland, Luke again 
crossed oceans and came to the States, where he earned a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature 
from Harvard University. This is the first time he has collaborated on a musical translation 
of Chinese poetry, but he hopes there will be more to come. His favorite Chinese proverb 
combines his love of reading and travel: dú wànjuǎnshǎ, xíng wànlǎ lù (read a thousand books, 
walk a thousand miles).
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reminded of Heraclitus, a presocratic Greek philosopher, who looked into the river and saw a 
representation of perpetual change. In other words, Su Tung-Po and Heraclitus both thought 
of the river, yet each drew opposite conclusions. Hence, I titled the piece, Su Counterpoint. 
Su’s eternity is suggested through moments of pitch stasis. Heraclitus’ flux is depicted through 
the motion of the individual voices. 
 
The Performers
Chinese-born American clarinetist Dr. Jun Qian joined the music faculty at Baylor University 
in 2012, when he was also appointed principal clarinetist of the Waco Symphony. Qian won 
first prize in the International Clarinet Association’s Orchestral Excerpts Competition and third 
prize in its Young Artist Solo Competition in 1997--the first artist in the history of the ICA to 
receive prizes in both competitions in the same year. He also took second prize in the Texas 
Young Artists’ Competition and first prize in the Baylor Symphony Orchestra Concerto Com-
petition. Prior to his appointment at Baylor, Qian was the principal clarinetist of the Shanghai 
Philharmonic Orchestra and served as the clarinet professor at St. Olaf College in Minnesota. 
He has held other faculty appointments at Nazareth College, Houghton College, New York 
State University at Fredonia, Eastman School of Music (music theory), Shanghai Conservatory 
of Music (chamber music) and the Round Top International Music Festival.
 
Jun Qian made his Carnegie Hall debut in 2001, performing Weber’s Clarinet Concerto No. 
1 with the Asian American Elite Orchestra. As an artist endorser for both Selmer Paris and 
D’Addario (New York), Qian has appeared as a concerto soloist with the Shanghai Symphony 
Orchestra, the Eastman Wind Ensemble, the Shanghai Philharmonic, the Xiamen Philhar-
monic, the Pueblo (CO) Symphony Orchestra, the Baylor Symphony Orchestra, the Eastman 
Chamber Orchestra and the Shengyang Opera Orchestra. He was the first to introduce 
Chinese audiences to several Western clarinet solos in full orchestral versions, among these 
Donato Lovreglio’s La Traviata Fantasy and the concertos of Aaron Copland and Malcolm 
Arnold. National and international appearances as principal and guest principal clarinetist 

Jun Qian | Hu Jianbing (see The Performers)
In the summer of 2016, I visited the Morgan Library in New York City to research Brahms’s 
two clarinet sonatas. With special permission from the owner, I was able to view the 
manuscripts for both works. Also while in New York, I performed with Mr. Jian Bing Hu, the 
world famous Sheng Master and a dear friend. We discussed traditional Chinese music theory 
and performance practices. At the end of these sessions, Mr. Hu suggested that we should 
record a completely improvised piece again, as we did for my previous recording (East Meets 
West II). New York Dialogue II for Clarinet and Sheng is the result of that collaboration. 
There are three main approaches for this improvisatory piece. Various melodic and rhythmic 
motives are always led by the clarinet. There are a few motives borrowed from the Brahms 
clarinet sonatas in addition to elements from Chinese dance music. Harmonic tensions are 
created through contemporary Western counterpoint methods, and unique tone colors 
result from the combination of the clarinet and the sheng. (Jun Qian)
 
As a composer, Scott Steele has worked with diverse ensembles and artists such as clarinetist  
Jun Qian, Trillium Ensemble, Music From China, Duo Scordatura, the Alia Musica Chamber 
Players, LSU’s Hamiruge, FuseBox New Music, Musica Nova, the Duquesne University Wind 
Ensemble, the Kutztown University Percussion Ensemble, the Duquesne University Percussion 
Ensemble, percussionist Brett Dietz, cellist Alvin Wong, cellist Carter Enyert, percussionist 
Frank Kumor, percussionist and cimbalom player A.J. Merlino, artist Caroline Record, Plug, 
and The Pillow Project. Scott is a co-founder of FuseBox New Music, which since its launch 
in 2015 has won two grants and commissioned five composers. His composition teachers 
include David Stock, Jim Mobberley, Chen Yi, Paul Rudy, and Zhou Long.

Su Counterpoint for clarinet, percussion and zheng began after viewing a Chinese landscape 
painting depicting Su Tung-Po’s second prose poem on the Red Cliff. This inspired me to  
investigate Su’s masterful poetry and led to his first prose poem. In the first prose poem 
on the Red Cliff, Su looks into the river and sees an image of eternity. In reading this, I was 
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Jun Qian holds the Bachelor of Music degree in Clarinet Performance from Baylor University 
where he studied with Richard Stanley. From the Eastman School of Music, he holds the 
Master of Music degree in Clarinet Performance, a Performer’s Certificate, and the Doctor  
of Musical Arts degree. He studied with Kenneth Grant and was the last student of Stanley 
Hasty at Eastman.
 
Ben Quarles is a bass clarinet major in his junior year at Baylor University studying with  
Dr. Jun Qian. He performs with the Baylor Symphony, Baylor Wind Ensemble, Waco  
Symphony, and Las Colinas Symphony. 

Todd Meehan is the Associate Professor of Percussion at the Baylor University School of 
Music. He has performed throughout the United States, Europe, South America, and Asia as 
a soloist, orchestral, and chamber musician. Todd currently performs contemporary percus-
sion chamber music with the Meehan/ Perkins Duo and is the Principal Timpanist of the Waco 
Symphony Orchestra. Todd earned his Doctor of Musical Arts and Bachelor of Music degrees 
from the Butler School of Music at the University of Texas at Austin, and his Master of Music 
degree from Yale University.

Paul Sánchez (see The Composers and Music)
 
Soprano Kayleen Sánchez is an imaginative, inspiring, and deeply communicative artist and 
teacher. She has appeared with the Haymarket Opera Company, the Newberry Consort, 
the St. Charles Singers, and the South Dakota Symphony Orchestra, among others. An  
active recording artist, Kayleen’s other recent CD recordings include Magnificent Mozart  
(St. Charles Singers, 2012), Luminescence (St. Charles Singers, 2013), and Music of  
George Morey. Kayleen is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music, where she earned  
her Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees in Vocal Performance and Literature. 
 

include the Eastman Wind Ensemble’s tours of Asia in 2000 and 2004, the Central Wisconsin 
Symphony, the North Carolina Festival Orchestra’s European tour, the Kent-Blossom Music 
Festival (student guest principal with The Cleveland Orchestra), the National Orchestra Insti-
tute (USA), the American Wind Symphony, and the Binghamton Philharmonic.
 
Qian was a featured performer at the Kyoto International Performing Arts Festival in Japan, 
the Shanghai Time Square Concert Series in China, the Taipei National Concert Hall Recital 
Series in Taiwan, the Selmer Paris Concert Series in France, the College Music Society Inter-
national Conference in South Korea, and the International Clarinet Association’s ClarinetFest 
conferences in Los Angeles, Orlando in US, and Assisi, Italy. His chamber music recitals have 
been heard on National Public Radio’s “Performance Today” (US) with the Grammy Award-
winning Ying Quartet and the Round Top Festival Institute’s faculty chamber groups. 
 
Dr. Qian’s activities as a teacher include master classes throughout China, Malaysia, Singa-
pore, Taiwan, Canada, and the United States. His college students won both Grand Prizes in 
the 2015 and 2016 International Clarinet Association Orchestral Excerpts Competitions and 
have been selected for study at major festivals and graduate schools. His pre-college students 
have won many honors and prizes as well, including the Minnesota Orchestra’s concerto 
competition, first chair in the Texas Music Educators Association’s 6A ALL-STATE Symphonic 
Band, and featured young soloist on NPR’s “From the Top” radio show. Dr. Qian is the found-
ing director of the Baylor Clarinet Choir, Baylor Clarinet Festival, Virtuosi Chamber Winds, 
and the Amadeus Youth Clarinet Ensemble.

As a recording artist, Qian served as music producer and soloist for Steven Laitz’s book, The 
Complete Musician (second edition), published by Oxford University Press.His CD recording, 
Première Rhapsodie (1998), and DVD, Playing the Clarinet (2004), were released under the 
Nanjing Shine Horn label in China.
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Scott Steele (see The Composers and Music)
 
Jing Zhou is a composer, and guzheng performer. She fuses new and bold musical ideas 
with her traditional Chinese musical heritage to create a distinct compositional style. She 
recently finished her DMA in composition at the University of Missouri—Kansas City, where 
she studied with Zhou Long, James Mobberley and Chen Yi. Previously, Zhou completed her 
Master’s in Composition at the New England Conservatory of Music and her Bachelor’s in 
Composition at the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing. As a composer and performer, 
Zhou is a fixture at events around the world, and her pieces have been performed in halls 
across China, America, and Europe. She was one of the top winners of the Young Compos-
ers Project at the Beijing Modern Music Festival.
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